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Bithells ring in the changes for 2018 with Palfinger
Family-owned Bithells Waste Management Ltd who have been operating in Wigan for over 50
years have taken delivery of two new Palfinger T22 Hookloaders, supplied and installed by T H
WHITE.
Announcing two new additions to their current fleet of hook and skip vehicles, Bithells took
delivery of brand new CF 400s from Lancashire DAF, with whom they share a longstanding
relationship, on 8th January 2018.
The new CF 400s come fitted with Palfinger Telescopic T22 Hook loaders, equipped with easy
to operate Pro-Active Drive control system (PAD).
Palfinger’s unique hook arrangement is perfect for handling a wide variety of containers, with a
low transport height and great lifting capacity. The dual cylinder T22 provides increased tipping
capacity and offers soft stop landing, reducing shock or damage to both truck and bin.

Transport Manager, Emma Bithell, commented: “T H WHITE have been great to work with and
welcomed us over to their workshop to observe the assembly of the new trucks. In particular,
Hook and Skip Area Sales Manager Steven Bretherton has kept us informed throughout the
design and build stages and his attention to detail is second to none.
“Steven, along with National Sales Manager Tex Allen and the rest of the team at T H WHITE
have been extremely professional throughout and a pleasure to deal with. Like us, they clearly
share a passion for their company and doing the best for their customers.”
Steven Bretherton added: “At T H WHITE we take pride in providing the best service and
products available to our customers. I personally look forward to working with the team at
Bithells Waste Management again in the future and am delighted that they have found the
experience with T H WHITE a pleasant and professional one.”
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Note to Editors:
High resolution photographs of the vehicle described in this press release are available from
Cassie Reid, cassie.reid@thwhite.co.uk, 01380 722381.

